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FOREWORD
Most of the ideas underpinning the foundation of
American defense policy and military strategy today
were once new and untested concepts at the edge of
strategic thought. Critical thinkers had to analyze and
refine those ideas so the defense community could
apply them in strategy and force development. This is
an ongoing process: new ideas emerge, are tested, and
adopted, revised, or discarded.
To aid the process of identifying and examining
new ideas and concepts, the Strategic Studies Institute
publishes a special series called “Advancing Strategic
Thought.” This series offers a forum for putting forth
original and innovative concepts and perspectives
concerning national security policy and military strategy.
Yet, it also challenges accepted notions which might have
become part of the foundation of American defense policy
a bit too quickly. All of this is done, again, in the interest
of advancing strategic thought.
The following monograph by Dr. Antulio J. Echevarria
II challenges some of the accepted notions that have
become foundational to contemporary theories of military
transformation. The larger point in Dr. Echevarria’s view
is that any endeavor as resource-intensive as military
transformation is too important to rest on uncontested
truths.
The Strategic Studies Institute is pleased to offer
this analytical study as part of its series dedicated to
advancing strategic thought.

DOUGLAS C. LOVELACE, JR.
Director
Strategic Studies Institute
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SUMMARY
Much of the dialogue concerning military
transformation in the United States employs a number
of popular, but hitherto unchallenged clichés. Clichés
and catchwords are merely handy ways of capturing
and conveying truths. Unsubstantiated clichés, however, can masquerade as truths and, unless exposed
in time, ultimately prove costly and harmful to policy.
This monograph examines five of the more popular
clichés, or myths, found in transformation literature
today. The fact that they continue to gain currency in
the dialogue suggests that we need to examine our
accepted truths more regularly.
The first cliché is that military transformation is
about changing to be better prepared for the future,
as if we could somehow separate the future from our
current agendas, and as if we had only one future for
which to prepare. In fact, transformation is more about
the present than the future. Our views of the future
are just as distorted by our biases and perspectives as
are our views of the past or present. If forecasting the
future is always affected by the present, the influences
of the present are not always bad. Without biases,
much of the information we receive would remain
unintelligible. What we need, then, are the means and
the willingness to recognize our biases, and to test
them—to filter our filters.
The second cliché is that strategic uncertainty
is greater today than it was during the Cold War.
Unfortunately, this view overstates the amount of
certainty that existed then and exaggerates the level of
uncertainty in evidence today. We should not forget the
amount of uncertainty that clouded conflicts in Korea,
Indochina, the Middle East, and northern Africa, as well


as the invasion of Hungary in 1956, the Cuban missile
crisis of 1963, the Munich crisis of 1972, the Suez crisis
of 1973, and the many tense moments that attended the
collapse of the Soviet Union. Today’s uncertainty may
be qualitatively different, but it is hardly greater than
that which obtained during the Cold War. Moreover,
we actually know a great deal about today’s threats,
especially that of transnational terrorism; many recent
works have added, and continue to add, to our wealth
of knowledge about terrorism and specific terrorist
groups. We know the demographics of these groups;
their pathologies; the values they hold; their goals;
the conditions they need for success; their sources of
support; their methods, even though they continue to
change; and in many cases, their structures and innerworkings, even though the experts themselves do not
always agree.
The third cliché is that mental transformation is the
most difficult part of any effort to change. Actually,
the most difficult part of transformation is the complex
task of managing the change itself. The ideas behind
Gustavus Adolphus’ reform of the Swedish military
during the 17th century—which included mobile
artillery and greater use of musketry—were not hard
to grasp. Likewise, Napoleon’s tactical and operational
innovations—which involved combining mass and
firepower with self-sufficient army organizations
called corps—were not difficult to understand. In
fact, the truly hard part about change is managing the
change. That requires backing up vague visions and
lofty goals with concrete programs that can provide
meaningful resources for new roles and functions, and
offering incentives or compensation packages capable
of appeasing institutional interests, especially the
specific interests of those groups or communities most
threatened by change.
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The fourth cliché is that imagination and creative
thinking are critical for any successful transformation.
While these qualities certainly are important, they
are only vital when the effort is open-ended, or in
its early stages. Once the transformation effort gains
momentum, a new orthodoxy replaces the old one,
and creative thinking, unless it remains “in the box,”
becomes inconvenient. To be sure, creative thinking
can generate a wealth of potential solutions to the
practical problems and the incidental friction that
come with implementing change. However, the next
step, the critical analysis of those solutions, is essential
to moving forward. In short, the only truly essential
key to transforming successfully is the capacity for
critical analysis, which enables us to challenge clichés
and assumptions, to expose vacuous theories and
seductive jargon, and, in theory at least, to assess the
results of war games and other exercises impartially.
Finally, the last cliché is that militaries tend to
transform slowly, or not at all, because they like to
“refight the last war,” rather than preparing for the next
one. While militaries tend to rely on historical models
almost to a fault, organizations need to learn from their
experiences. An organization that cannot, or will not,
learn from its past is not likely to prepare itself very
well for the future either, except by chance. Assessing
what worked and what did not from historical data is
integral to critical analysis. Learning from the past and
preparing for the future require an ability to evaluate
events as rigorously and objectively as possible.
Admittedly, readers easily can find more than five
such catchwords or myths running through today’s
transformation literature. However, the purpose here
is not to address every particular cliché, but rather to
point out the need to challenge accepted “truths.”
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Challenging Transformation’s Clichés
Much of the literature concerning military
transformation in the United States employs a
number of popular, but hitherto unchallenged clichés.
Unfortunately, when phrases are repeated frequently
enough, they begin to sound true. In policy circles,
where haste often is by necessity the order of the day,
that poor basis can suffice to justify any number of
decisions. Clichés and catchwords are merely handy
ways of capturing and conveying truths; they may
reveal a lack of imagination on the part of the user, but
they are hardly dangerous. Unsubstantiated clichés,
however, are another matter. They can masquerade
as truths and, unless exposed in time, ultimately
prove costly and harmful to policy. This monograph
examines five of the more popular clichés, or myths,
found in transformation literature today, and argues
that they are baseless.1 Only by regularly challenging
the many expressions we take for granted can we avoid
wasting ever-scarce resources, and keep our military
transformation on course.
The first cliché is that military transformation is
about changing to be better prepared for the future,
as if we could somehow separate the future from our
current agendas, and as if we had only one future
for which to prepare. In fact, transformation is more
about the present than the future. In effect, there are
as many “futures” as there are forecasts, and all are
powerfully influenced by the present. The second
cliché is that strategic uncertainty is greater today
than it was during the Cold War. Unfortunately, this
view overstates the level of certainty that existed
then overstates while also exaggerating the amount
of uncertainty in evidence today. The third cliché is


that mental transformation is the most difficult part of
any effort to change. Actually, the most difficult part
of transformation is the complex task of managing
the change itself. The fourth cliché is that imagination
and creative thinking are critical for any successful
transformation. While these qualities are certainly
important, they are only vital when the effort is openended, or in its early stages. Once the transformation
effort gains momentum, a new orthodoxy replaces the
old one, and creative thinking, unless it remains “in the
box,” becomes inconvenient. The only truly essential
key to transforming successfully is the capacity for
critical analysis. The last cliché is that militaries tend
to transform slowly, or not at all, because they like to
“refight the last war,” rather than preparing for the
next one. While militaries tend to rely on historical
models almost to a fault, organizations need to learn
from their experiences; this is particularly true of
organizations that lay claim to the status of professions.
Such organizations, according to current theory, must
cultivate a corpus of knowledge, usually historically
derived, which the members of the profession must
master to qualify as professionals.2
The remainder of this monograph will address
each of the five clichés in more detail. To be sure,
readers easily can find more than five such catchwords
or myths running through today’s transformation
literature. However, the aim here is not to address
every particular cliché, which would make for a very
lengthy work indeed, but rather to point out the need
to challenge accepted “truths.”
Transformation and the Future.
As previously mentioned, the first unchallenged
cliché is that defense transformation is about changing


military organizations in anticipation of the future.
Actually, any effort to transform an organization,
whether military or civilian, is less about the future than
the present. We can only imagine tomorrow through
the lenses we have available today; thus, the future is
just as distorted by our biases and perspectives as is
the past or the present. In effect, the future is always
plural, never singular. To forecast about the future is, of
course, to speculate, and speculation is demonstrably
more art than science.3 To be sure, futurists often try
to cast their predictions within a scientific framework.4
The well-known works of Alvin and Heidi Toffler
attempted to do that by basing their forecasts on an
economically deterministic interpretation of history,
as if the complexity of human intellectual, cultural,
and political history could fit into such a limited
framework.5
While continuities certainly exist linking the past
and the future, the future is not obligated to behave
like the past. Hence, the past does not provide a reliable
basis for predicting the future. Just as any painter can
turn a blank canvas into a unique painting, so any
forecaster can predict a unique future. Each future will
depend, as it must, on the tools, skills, and biases of the
individual forecasters. It is no secret that many defense
forecasts deliberately render the future in a particular
way, either to make a case for a specific theory or weapon
system, or to undermine the rationale for a competing
one. Of course, not all forecasts are intentionally selfserving. But, all are more or less biased.
The operational forecasts sponsored by each of the
services in the 1990s, when talk of a possible revolution
in military affairs was gaining momentum, are a case in
point.6 The U.S. Army’s reports of that time focused on
the threats land power would likely face in 20-30 years,



and the capabilities needed to meet them.7 Likewise, the
U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy published similar studies
addressing the unfolding security environment from
the standpoint of their respective domains of concern.8
In fact, it should not surprise us to see such studies
and their follow-on reports markedly influenced by
service perspectives; after all, each of the services has
an obligation to prepare for the future, and it needs to
project its roles and missions in order to do so. Moreover,
in each of the above cases, the services’ research and
experimentation efforts led to the development of new
concepts. Whether those efforts went as far as they
might have is another matter. Still, the point is that
the future, per se, does not exist, except through the
perspectives available to us in the present. That means,
again, that there are many futures, not one, and they
are more about what is, than what will be.
If forecasting the future always is affected by the
present, the influences of the present are not always
bad. They are the lenses through which we perceive
and make sense of the world. Our biases accrue over the
course of years of decisionmaking and value tradeoffs.
They usually are considered negative, but they have
a positive side: they assist in screening information,
filtering and interpreting it. Without biases, much of the
information we receive would remain unintelligible.
What we need, then, are the means and the willingness
to recognize our biases, and to test them—to filter the
filters, so to speak.
Although forecasts of the future always are biased,
they still can have considerable value. Even service
forecasts, parochial as they may be, often highlight
legitimate concerns. Even before the transformation
of the American military began, the U.S. Army and
U.S. Marine Corps rightly were concerned about their



tooth-to-tail ratio and combat in urban environments,
and still are; the U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force were
correct to point out the rising trend toward anti-access
weaponry. Similarly, the threats of nuclear, biological,
and chemical terrorism described in other studies
underscore legitimate security concerns, even if these
threats are sometimes inflated, and even if the stockpiles
of such weapons actually have declined overall.9
The threat of infectious diseases also remains valid.10
Naturally, each report tends to portray its particular
threat, or set of threats, as the most urgent. Policymakers
are then left to assess the various studies, weigh their
findings against those of other sources, prioritize the
many legitimate dangers they forecast, and determine
how to address them. The task is difficult, to be sure,
but not impossible. Yet, the decisions that result will
take place in the present and will thus be influenced by
today’s circumstances, rather than tomorrow’s. Trends
analysis has its advantages, but also its disadvantages;
today’s futures are not necessarily tomorrow’s.11
If addressing such “forecasted” futures is
problematic, dealing with “un-forecasted” ones is even
worse. A study recently published by the U.S. National
Intelligence Council illustrates the point; it posits four
“forecasted” alternative worlds: a “Davos world,” in
which Asia emerges as a principal economic player;
“Pax Americana,” where the United States takes a
multilateral approach to security; a “New Caliphate,” in
which radical religious-political movements continue
to challenge Western norms and values; and a “Cycle of
Fear,” where security measures become more intrusive
in response to the increasing proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction.12 Notably, these scenarios are
not mutually exclusive: combinations of two or more
of them certainly are possible. Yet, it also is possible



that none of them will occur. The point is that the
future may well turn out to be entirely different from
anything forecasted. This is particularly true when we
remember that other actors, our adversaries among
them, are envisioning futures of their own. If the past
and the present are worth fighting for, surely the future
is. To be sure, many of the decisions we make today
will contribute to shaping our future. Still, the same
can be said of the decisions of our antagonists, who,
naturally, will seek to advance their own interests. Put
differently, the range of futures we forecast today will
change not only because of what we do, or neglect to
do, now, but also because of what others do, or do not
do. Truly, the future may not be ours to see. Indeed, it
may not be ours at all.
Strategic Uncertainties, Yesterday and Today.
The second oft-repeated and gravely misleading
cliché is that strategic uncertainty is greater now than
during the Cold War.13 This assertion is evidence
either of a relatively short memory, or of a reluctance
to abandon the so-called comfortable, if incomplete,
paradigm of a now faded bipolar world. We should not
forget the amount of uncertainty that clouded conflicts
in Korea, Indochina, the Middle East, and northern
Africa, as well as the invasion of Hungary in 1956, the
Cuban missile crisis of 1963, the Munich crisis of 1972,
the Suez crisis of 1973, and the many tense moments
that attended the collapse of the Soviet Union. Today’s
uncertainty may be different qualitatively, but we
hardly can maintain that it is greater than that which
obtained during the Cold War.
We should also not forget that the threat of nuclear
annihilation loomed large during this time, and



profoundly affected every aspect of strategic thinking.14
The famed strategist and historian Bernard Brodie, for
instance, advanced the view that nuclear weapons
had brought about a revolution in strategy, one in
which the avoidance of armed conflict or, failing that,
its containment, were practically the only permissible
objectives.15 Even small conflicts posed a threat of
escalating. Deterrence theory, which relies on the threat
of punishment or of denial, practically was elevated to
a science in academic circles. Yet, its underlying and
inevitable uncertainty is how believable one’s threats
are to the other side. That question always has been
difficult to answer. Interestingly, not all scientists
and strategists—most notably, the physicist Herman
Kahn, who claimed to have had the highest IQ in
American history to that point—thought a nuclear war
necessarily had to be avoided.16 Brodie’s view thus
was not accepted by all. So this debate added another
dimension to the uncertainty that characterized
strategic thinking during the Cold War. What seems
conventional wisdom now—the idea that a nuclear
war would be suicidal—actually was contested then. In
short, because we know the outcome of the Cold War,
we find it easier to believe the degree of uncertainty that
existed during it somehow was less than it probably
was.
Moreover, this assertion ignores how much we
actually know about today’s threats. We need not go
as far as those who have mapped out neatly all the
faults and fissures of the contemporary world.17 Yet,
we sell ourselves short if we do not acknowledge what
we do know. The word most often used to capture the
uncertainty of contemporary threats is “asymmetric.”18
Unfortunately, that term probably has done more to
obscure the nature of those threats than to illuminate



them.19 In fact, throughout history, every conflict has
been more asymmetrical than symmetrical. One could
easily argue that symmetry itself never exists in practice.
We can categorize asymmetries in terms of kind or in
terms of degree. The hoplite wars of ancient Greece,
for instance, would appear, on the surface at least, to
have been about as symmetrical as it is possible to be.
Yet, closer examination reveals the numbers engaged
on each side were rarely the same; the leadership and
training almost never were equal; and the geographic
positions, strength of economies, and the number and
value of allies almost always were uneven.20 All of these
factors matter; some of them matter enormously.21
Disparities in numbers, training, and leadership
are asymmetries of degree. Fundamental differences
in military strategy, types of weapons, or sources of
strength—Sparta was clearly a land power and Athens
a naval power—are examples of asymmetries of
kind.22 Distinguishing between asymmetries of degree
or of kind helps to demystify the term by providing
a simple, but viable, framework for understanding
the types of differences and their significance. Yet, it
also shows that asymmetrical wars are the rule, rather
than the exception. Asymmetries of kind may appear,
at first, to be more decisive, and thus more important,
than those of degree; indeed, some would argue the
term asymmetry should only be applied to a major
difference in kind. However, asymmetries of kind are
not necessarily more important or decisive than those
of degree. Superiority of numbers, an asymmetry of
degree, helped a Theban army overcome a Spartan
one at the battle of Leuctra (371 BC), and changed the
regional balance of power in ancient Greece, at least for
a time. Also, it is rarely a single asymmetry, but rather
a combination of them—such as strategy, leadership,
resources—which proves key.


As for today’s threats, we actually know a great
deal about them, especially two of the most significant
ones, violent Islamic extremism and so-called “failed”
or “failing states.” The former has been under serious
study for some time. Recent works by Peter Bergen,
Marc Sageman, Michael Scheuer, Bruce Hoffman,
Stephen Ulph, and many others, have added, and
continue to add, to our wealth of knowledge.23 To
this list, we must include the many classified reports
which also have contributed to our knowledge of
terrorism, and of specific terrorist groups. We know
the demographics of these groups; their pathologies;
the values they hold; their goals; the conditions
they need for success; their sources of support; their
methods, even though they continue to change; and, in
many cases, their structures and inner-workings, even
though the experts themselves do not always agree.24
Higher levels of knowledge appreciate conflicting
points of view, and seek to fit those views together into
a larger mosaic.
As for the second threat, failed and failing states, we
also know a fair amount about what causes states to fail
and the dangers they pose.25 We know which states are
failing, or already have failed. Intelligence organizations
have methodologies for assessing failed states, while
publications, such as Foreign Policy magazine, offer
open-source indices of some 60 “failed” or “failing”
states.26 The principal metrics for Foreign Policy’s indices
include: mounting demographic pressures, refugees
and displaced persons, groups with major grievances,
chronic human flight, uneven economic development;
severe economic decline, delegitimization of the state,
deterioration of public services, widespread violation
of human rights, status of security apparatus as
“state within a state,” rise of factionalized elites, and



interventions by other states or external actors.27 To be
sure, the term “failed state” itself is controversial, and
often is exploited for political purposes.28 We also can
debate whether the factors listed above are sufficient,
or even appropriate. Yet the point is, regardless of the
terms and factors we choose, we know a lot more than
the rhetoric about uncertainty admits. It is not difficult
to identify the world’s trouble spots, or to point out
dangerous global trends, which might well warrant
political, economic, and, possibly military action. This
is not to say that unexpected events will not happen:
they will. But that always has been true.
The assertion that uncertainty is higher today than
during the Cold War also exaggerates how much we
knew about the Soviet bloc. The most glaring oversight,
of course, was that the intelligence community failed
to predict the economic collapse of the Soviet Union.29
This oversight, as analysts have pointed out, was
nothing short of historical in magnitude.30 Fortunately,
it did not impact negatively on the West, with the
exception perhaps on the confidence and credibility
of its intelligence community. The assumption also
overlooks the fact that knowledge is cumulative, albeit
not linearly. In other words, what we knew about
the Soviet Union in the early years of the Cold War
was considerably less than what knew about it in the
conflict’s final years. We gathered information, assessed
it, threw out some, and build on the remainder. So, by
the end of the Cold War, we had a picture, if a fluid and
dynamic one, of our chief adversary and its partners.
The same is true in this post-Cold War, informationage, globalized environment. We entertained a great
many speculations in the years just following the
collapse of the Soviet Union about how the world
might look in the “future.” In the decade and a half
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since then, we acquired enough information to discard
some of those, and to focus our efforts more efficiently
on the rest, and indeed to add forecasts to fill-in some
of the gaps that have existed. As a result, the view
that the present security environment is much more
uncertain than that which existed during the Cold War
is untenable.
Mental Transformation.
The third cliché is that mental transformation is the
most difficult part of any major organizational change.
Getting people to think differently is considered widely
to be essential to any revolution. It also is supposed to
lead to greater returns. We often hear that, “Changing
the way people think about their work will yield better
results.”31 Unfortunately, this myth gained a great deal
of currency early in the dialogue about transformation,
or the revolution in military affairs as it was called
until shortly after September 11, 2001 (9/11). To take
the second issue first, the idea that changing the way
people think about their work will lead to better results
is questionable at best. Change does not necessarily
yield better results. In general, change will lead to one
of two outcomes: better output, or worse. (No change in
output is rare, and usually means the relevant variables
were not altered, or the metrics were insufficient to
capture minor results.) So, any change has, in effect, a
50-50 chance of producing better results. We can take
measures to try to tip the balance in favor of producing
positive results. However, when we look at changes,
such as military reforms, in the aggregate, we see that,
in general, for every successful military reform, there
is an unsuccessful one. The reforms implemented by
the Russian army between the Crimean War and the
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Great War, for instance, illustrate the point; sometimes
change was successful, and other times not.32 Part of
the problem is that military reforms, especially, always
are relative to those undertaken by the competition.
In truth, some combination of positive and negative
outcomes is usually the result of efforts to transform:
for a variety of reasons, not the least of which stem
from the complexity of the organizations involved,
some areas improve, while others decline. Progress
depends on whether the former outweigh the latter.
More importantly, grasping new ideas is hardly
the most difficult part of any transformation. The ideas
behind Gustavus Adolphus’ reform of the Swedish
military during the 17th century—which included
mobile artillery and greater use of musketry—were
not hard to grasp.33 Likewise, Napoleon’s tactical
and operational innovations—which involved
combining mass and firepower with self-sufficient
army organizations called corps—were not difficult
to understand.34 Nor were the concepts implemented
by the German military—which stressed speed of
movement and decentralized decisionmaking—
difficult to comprehend.35
On the contrary, if organizations appear reluctant
to embrace new ideas, the fault might lie with the basic
ideas themselves. Proponents of change are not immune
to seductive, but ultimately vacuous, theories or
jargon. The notions of Network Centric Warfare, Rapid
Decisive Operations, and Effects-based Operations
have seduced many in the defense community, and the
last is working its way steadily into official doctrine.
Similarly, within the business community, the rage of
the 1990s was to transform to become more networked,
flatter, and more agile and flexible. Hierarchies and
stovepipes were to be demolished, and a premium
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was to be put on lateral information sharing. Such
changes were to enable companies to “self-organize” in
innovative ways to accomplish tasks more effectively,
and more efficiently. However, recent observations
show that “many companies which were once models
of revolutionary change have come to grief: Enron,
WorldCom, Vivendi, AOL Time Warner, Qwest,
Global Crossing, Sunbeam, British Telecom, Marconi,
Tyco, and AT&T.”36 While the reasons for failure vary,
accepting “digital jargon” or buying into what might
be called a “cult of change” without rigorous, critical
analyses were common factors. To be sure, many
other companies transformed successfully during this
period. However, the point is that it might well pay
to examine the emperor’s new clothes closely before
deciding to change one’s fashion line.
In fact, the truly hard part about change is managing
the change. That requires backing up vague visions and
lofty goals with concrete programs that can provide
meaningful resources for new roles and functions, and
offering incentives or compensation packages capable
of appeasing institutional interests, especially the
specific interests of those groups or communities most
threatened by change. Irrespective of the core ideas
involved, transformation efforts, whatever their stripe,
often are perceived as organizational “trade-offs,”
which invariably mean certain groups and assets are to
be “traded,” or “right-sized,” out of the program. Some
social scientists argue, along similar lines, that the most
challenging impediments to change are institutional
interests, such as the tendency to maximize one’s
budget, and the desire to maintain prestige, autonomy,
and identity.37 Some scholars suggest that building
supportive constituencies among senior officers and
creating promotion paths for younger, innovative
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officers would help overcome such impediments and
facilitate military transformation.38 One analyst even
went so far as to assert, wrongly, that, before World
War II, “The German army told a group of lieutenant
colonels and colonels that, in effect, they could not be
promoted unless they came up with [a concept] that
broke current doctrine.”39 However, using promotion
as a tool to implement change runs the risk of
politicizing an officer corps, increasing factionalism
within an organization, and generating more resistance
to the transformation effort overall. Constituencies,
or schools of thought, already exist in most military
organizations in any case; ideas are only as successful
as the proponents supporting them are powerful.
The literature on managing organizational change is
simply too voluminous to discuss here. Suffice it to
say that the task of managing change is more difficult
than getting new ideas accepted. In any case, mental
transformation is at root part of managing change, not
an ideational or cognitive challenge.
Part of the problem with mental transformation
is that those charged with selling the change often
transmit conflicting messages. The first message is that
the transformation effort is open to creative ideas and
innovation. Ostensibly, the aim is to promote a culture
“that rewards unconventional thinking—a climate
where people have freedom and flexibility to take
risks and try new things.”40 However, that message
typically conflicts with a second one, which is that
change must occur quickly in order for the organization
to remain competitive; it cannot afford to fall behind
the transition from the industrial to the information
age. Military transformation, in particular, is upheld
as “an imperative for the security environment of the
information age and globalization . . . either you buy
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transformation or you buy irrelevance.”41 The message
that such rhetoric sends is that every member of the
organization ought to get on board quickly with
the purpose and direction of the new vision for the
organization. Yet, placing emphasis on rapid change
means sacrificing any number of creative ideas, all of
which require time to emerge, unless they happen to
coincide with where the organization’s leaders already
want it to go. Instead of fostering “out-of-the-box”
thinking, they merely are replacing the previous box
with another one.
Transformations may well involve a certain “battle
of ideas,” wherein those with a stake in the future engage
in debates about where the organization is headed and
what it needs to do to get there. Such debates were
clearly in evidence in the years leading up to World
War I, and again in the decades before World War II.
Before 1914, army officers debated the best techniques
for crossing the ever-expanding deadly zone, as well as
the tactical and strategic roles of aircraft; naval officers
discussed how best to address the submarine and air
threats, among other things.42 During the 1920s and
1930s, officers of all services debated the potential and
limits of mechanized forces and airpower, with various
schools of thought emerging.43 The conventional
wisdom holds that debates of this sort are beneficial,
since they allow for ideas to emerge which otherwise
might not.
However, for any transformation effort debates
fundamentally are problematic. Managers need to
erase doubt about change, not heighten it, and debates
generally raise more questions than answers. Managers
need to bring fence-sitters onto their side. They need
converts, not critics. Typically, those responsible for
choosing to pursue transformation want it to happen
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on their terms; they may have a stake in a certain
theory, such as Effects-Based Operations, or a particular
outcome, such as a smaller, more efficient military force.
Whatever the reason, they need to build momentum,
and to do that they require consensus, or at least tacit
consent. So, debates can become inconvenient quickly.
Consequently, war games, experiments, and research
in general soon become one-sided, lest they expose
flaws in the overall vision, its goals, or its underlying
assumptions, and thus impede progress.44
One way to deal with such criticisms is to discredit
them, to label them “backward-looking,” entrenched,
or fearful of change: they do “not understand
transformation,” and “they just don’t get it” are
phrases commonly heard.45 This tactic obviously
is much cheaper, at least in the short-run, than
addressing whatever problems critics might raise. In
truth, while such tactics might appear short-sighted,
this essentially is how the game is played, though it is
rarely a zero-sum game. As one historical study reveals,
the carrier revolution took place in the U.S. Navy
before the battleship-centric theory was discredited.46
In any case, we should not forget that naval gunfire,
delivered by battleships and other vessels, played a
key role in the island-hoping campaigns of the Pacific.
Decommissioning battleships would thus have been a
mistake.
The German military between the wars, which has
long been something of a model for transformation
advocates, had at least four different schools of
thought: the maneuver school, promoted by Hans
von Seeckt and others who believed mobility was
the key to fighting a potential war on two fronts; the
defensive school, which held that World War I had
demonstrated the insuperable power of the defense; the
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psychological school, which believed that intangibles,
such as courage and morale, were the most important
elements of modern combat; and the Peoples’ war
school, which argued that modern war had broken
down distinctions between soldiers and civilians,
and guerrilla tactics ought thus to be the order of the
day.47 The debate essentially was resolved in favor of
the maneuver school when Hitler came to power; he
needed a military capable of achieving rapid victories
in order to pursue his policy of expansion. His strategic
agenda thus provided the imperative that pushed the
German army’s transformation in a specific direction.
Depending on the nature of the transformation,
the stakes for some key managers may be very high
indeed. As all academics know, debates can drag on
unresolved for years, if not decades. Some are only
resolved by seismic events, such as the collapse of the
Soviet Union, which discredited the Marxist school.
However, policymakers rarely have the luxury of
time. Due to election or funding cycles, changes are
sometimes implemented or rejected before they are
fully thought through.48 That may be one of the reasons
military reforms rarely live up to expectations. If war is
an expression of politics, so is the preparation for war.
Creative Thinking and Transformation.
The fourth cliché, which is closely related to the
previous one, is that imaginative and creative thinking
are essential to any major transformation effort.49
Imagination and “thinking outside the box” often are
touted as keys to success, as if the more creative the idea,
the more successful the transformation is likely to be.
As we have seen, creativity is less important to leaders
of transformation than obtaining consensus. Yet, that
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does not rule out the possibility that the transformation
effort overall might depend to some extent on the
capacity to develop imaginative solutions. Every
transforming organization will encounter obstacles
and other problems. Presumably, how it resolves those
problems will in large measure determine whether its
efforts to change will succeed. In problem-solving,
in fact, critical analysis, rather than imaginative or
creative thinking, is the most important ingredient for
success.
To be sure, creative thinking can generate a wealth
of potential solutions to the practical problems and
the incidental friction that come with implementing
change. However, the next step, the critical analysis
of those solutions, the examination of their feasibility,
is essential to moving forward. Science-fiction writer
and futurist H. G. Wells was as imaginative a mind as
one was likely to find in Edwardian England. His short
story, “The Land Ironclads,” published in 1903, has
been hailed by many as an almost prophetic solution to
the tactical stalemate that would vex military leaders
during World War I.50
However, Wells’ ironclads were utterly impractical.
They were monstrous trench-busters, “something
between a big blockhouse and a giant’s dish cover,”
rather than the more familiar box-like tanks of World
War I, or the speedier ones of World War II.51 The tanks
of World War II weighed from 5 to 70 tons, were 10 to
20 feet long, and had a speed of 10 to 30 miles per hour.
In contrast, each of Wells’ ironclads was between 80
to 100 feet long, about 10 feet high, with 12-inches of
iron-plating. These dimensions would have resulted in
a vehicle far too heavy to move on land under its own
power, even with today’s technologies. By comparison,
the USS Monitor, a floating ironclad commissioned in
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1862, displaced about 987 tons. It was 179 feet long,
almost 42 feet wide, just over 10 feet high, but only
had nine inches of armor at its thickest point (the
cylinder-like pilot house).52 It was thus twice as long
as one of Wells’ monsters, but similar with respect to
the other dimensions; hence, the overall weight of the
land ironclad would have been no less than that of
the Monitor, since the former had much thicker armor
all around. In short, the idea alone is never sufficient.
Critical thinking is needed to reveal the idea’s basic
problems, which then might be tackled individually,
assuming the state of technology is capable of doing
so. Most out-of-the-box ideas, however brilliant, need
to return to the box at some point in order to become
practical solutions. Even had Wells’ idea been pounced
on as soon as it appeared, it is not clear, given the
propulsion systems then available, that tanks would
have made their debut on the battlefields of Europe
much sooner than they actually did.
Critical thinking also enables us to challenge clichés
and assumptions, to expose vacuous theories and
seductive jargon, and, in theory at least, to assess the
results of war games and other exercises impartially.
The desire to change an organization thoroughly and
rapidly can render it vulnerable to seductive theories.
The purpose of critical thinking is to strip away the
allure. If the development of mechanized warfare in the
decades before World War II is considered a military
transformation, then it was not creative thinking
that mattered, but critical analysis. The central ideas
were essentially a return to pre-World War I theories,
particularly those of Alfred von Schlieffen, which
emphasized continuous movement in order to keep
one’s opponent off balance, and those of the elder
Moltke, who stressed decentralized decisionmaking.
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What proved far more valuable than imaginative
thinking, therefore, was the culture of critically
examining the results of war games and training
exercises.53
Critical thinking also assists us in identifying
signposts, which, in turn, are essential in enabling an
organization to hedge its bets about how the future
will unfold.54 Signposts in the form of political, social,
and technological developments can indicate whether
an organization’s assumptions remain valid. They can
serve as decision points, which require policymakers to
take hedging or shaping actions; the former minimize
the damage of failed assumptions, while the latter help
us to prevent the assumption from failing in the first
place. Preparing for the future is more or less a betting
game. As in roulette or other games of chance, we are
wagering on the probability that a particular capability,
or set of capabilities, will prove useful, perhaps even
decisive, in the near or long-term future. We may try
to tip the probability in our favor, but the outcome is
rarely certain. Compounding the problem is deciding
how much of that particular capability to buy.
Refighting the Last War.
The fifth cliché is that militaries are slow to transform
because they like to refight the last war rather than
preparing for the next one. Actually, many successful
transformations occurred as a result of refighting the
last war. The German military’s famed transformation
after World War I has become the model most often
used to explain defense transformation in the United
States. It is upheld as an example of the superiority
of efficiency over mass and of preparing for the next
war, rather than the last one. Interestingly, the heart
of the German transformation effort involved looking
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backward to 1870-71, to tried and true principles. It
was, thus, about refighting not the last war, but the war
before the last war. Moreover, the core of the so-called
blitzkrieg theory, which long has been associated with
this transformation, perhaps erroneously, consisted
achieving a breakthrough against strong defensive
positions, the single most difficult task of the Great
War.55 Famed panzer general Heinz Guderian reiterated
the importance of this task in his book, Achtung Panzer!,
published in the late 1930s.56
To be sure, at some point looking backward prevents
looking ahead. Yet, to suggest militaries should not
examine the lessons from the last war implies they
should not learn from their pasts. History does not
necessarily occur in cycles. So, failure to learn from
the past does not necessarily condemn one to repeat
it, or to fail in the future. Yet, an organization that
cannot, or will not, learn from its past is not likely to
prepare itself very well for the future either, except by
chance. Assessing what worked and what did not from
historical data is integral to critical analysis. Learning
from the past and preparing for the future require an
ability to evaluate events as rigorously and objectively
as possible. The study of history, perhaps more than
any other discipline, can help develop the requisite
critical thinking skills which underpin these abilities.57
For this reason, military organizations should not
approach history as a holy writ, but as a medium
for exercising critical thinking. As military historian
and theorist Sir Basil Liddell Hart once said, military
professionals tend to regard history as a “sentimental
treasure.”58 Liddell Hart, of course, believed that
history—if free of prejudice and equipped with
powers of discernment and proportion—could get at
the “Truth,” and this should always be its goal, even
if that goal is not completely attainable. That belief is
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something of a sentimental treasure in its own right.
Nonetheless, the point is that dismissing the past is as
harmful as trying to relive it.
Despite teeming rhetoric to the contrary, past wars
do not always differ substantially from contemporary
ones. To be sure, details matter. Yet, even a cursory
glance at American military history shows that smaller,
“irregular” wars have always been more frequent than
larger, conventional ones. Between 1898 and 1914,
the United States fought a number of so-called “small
wars” in Cuba, Panama, Nicaragua, and Mexico.59
In the course of those 16 years, though each of these
“Banana wars” was obviously different, with unique
circumstances and characters, none was exclusively
so. American troops did indeed do some fighting, but
they performed mostly constabulary duties, such as
providing security, distributing food and medicine,
building schools and infrastructure, and similar tasks.
These duties clearly are more relevant to those that U.S.
troops regularly perform in the current war on terror
than contemporary military theory likes to admit. For
those who insist small wars are the wave of the future, we
might well ask how that makes the future any different
than the past. Thus, to ignore the experiences of earlier
campaigns, such as those mentioned above, is to reject
a large and growing body of knowledge. Rather than
dismissing the past (or refighting it), militaries need to
find better ways to capture, categorize, and access the
knowledge they gain from their own experiences, and
those of others.
Conclusions and Implications.
Transforming any organization is always more
about the present than the future. The future never
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exists but in the collective imagination of those in the
present, and they hardly can lay claim to a consensus
view. The future we imagine can never be any better
than the filters through which it must pass. If we want
to forecast better futures, we need to look to our filters.
A process for filtering our filters ought to become
routine.
Transformation also is, ultimately, political in
nature. The future is contestable, and as such, it forms
part of organizational power struggles that take place
in the present. The success of transformative ideas
depends to a large extent on the power—physical
and psychological—of the personalities who promote
them. The intrinsic “soundness” of new ideas may
not have more than secondary or tertiary importance.
Militarily unsound ideas have been the basis for
military transformations more than once in history.
Uncertainty is a given in any age. We will always
know less than we want to know. Yet that should
not induce us to overlook the quantity and quality
of what we do know. Overplaying the uncertainty
card can lead to indefensible policy decisions and an
inability to prioritize strategy goals. Knowledge and
the ability to do something with it are not indisputably
linked. Knowing what we need to do to win the “war
of ideas” is different from having the ability to do it.
Distinguishing what we know from what we want to
know may help us spend transformation dollars more
wisely.
Critical thinking is far more important to achieving
a successful transformation than is creative or
imaginative thinking. Consensus, or at least tacit
consent, is the lubricant that moves transformation
along. Creative thinking takes transformation on side
tours, while critical thinking questions whether the
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road being traveled is the best one. Creative thinking
is best done before the journey begins; critical thinking
should occur at every mile marker. The political nature
of transformation makes both inconvenient. The
unpleasant reality is that funding decisions have to be
made, and on time. It is probably best to accept that
errors in judgment will be made. But we want to avoid
compounding them by refusing to change course.
Learning from the past does not guarantee a better
future, but it does improve our ability to learn. Trying
to make the present—or the future—fit the past is
bound to lead to failure and disappointment. The past
is never exactly the same as the present, and it is never
absolutely different, either. If and when the past is
relevant depends on how we see the present. And that,
in turn, depends on how frequently, and how well, we
challenge the accepted “truths” of our times.
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